Agenda – ESB Coordination of generation and transmission investment workplan

Melbourne, 11 October – 9.30 – 12.30pm Stamford Plaza

1. Welcome ........................................................................................................................................09.30
2. Context & overview of ESB advice – Kerry Schott AO / Clare Savage.................................09.35
3. Role of the ISP ................................................................................................................................
   3.1. Overview of the role of the ISP and options for the planning and decision making
        process for transmission network investment (AEMC).........................................................09.45
   3.2. AEMO perspective (AEMO)...................................................................................................10.00
       3.2.1. Seamless Planning – how best to incorporate local reliability and regional
              requirements – ensuring both seamless actions and transparency of information,
              scenario planning and consultation
       3.2.2. Group 1 and Group 2 Projects – Descriptions and concerns – how do we advance
              these
   3.3. Panel discussion moderated by Kerry Schott: [Rainer Korte (network representative),
        Duncan MacKinnon (generator representative), Andrew Nance (consumer
        representative), AEMO, AER, AEMC]....................................................................................10.30

Morning tea .......................................................................................................................................11.15

4. RIT-Ts and REZs ............................................................................................................................
   4.1. Overview of the RIT-T and potential concerns and REZs (AEMC).......................................11.25
   4.2. AER perspective - RITs – cost benefit analyses and timing (AER)........................................
   4.3. AEMO perspective (AEMO)....................................................................................................11.45
       Role and design of REZ’s – and considerations for development of REZ’s and payments
   4.4. Panel discussion moderated by Kerry Schott: [Rainer Korte (network representative),
        Duncan MacKinnon (generator representative), Andrew Nance (consumer
        representative), AEMO, AER, AEMC]....................................................................................11.55

5. Concluding remarks – Kerry Schott AO .......................................................................................12.25